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A model is presented, where the Froggatt-Nielsen and Peccei-Quinn symmetries are identified. This provides a solution to the strong CP
problem and an explanation to the fermion mass hierarchy. At leading order, the quark mass matrix possess a Nearest-Neighbour-Interaction
structure, while the neutrino mass matrix has a MajoranaA2 texture. From a thorough numerical analysis the viability of this model is
asserted, by comparing against current measurements. The data obtained from this analysis is then used to study properties from the axion.
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1. Introduction

The Peccei-Quinn (PQ) symmetry,U(1)PQ, is a global, ax-
ial, abelian symmetry, which was introduced by Peccei and
Quinn [1,2] to provide a solution to the strong CP problem.i

The idea of this solution is to introduce the PQ symmetry,
accompanied by a scalarσ ensuring the symmetry breaks to
QCD in such a way that it acts upon theθ-term of QCD, ren-
dering it unphysical. Shortly afterwards, Weinberg [5] and
Wilczek [6] independently found that the spontaneous break-
ing of the PQ symmetry gives rise to a pseudo-Goldstone
boson,ii which is now called theaxion.

Another important aspect of the PQ symmetry are its
breaking patterns. The effective PQ model rests on a
dimension-5 operator, the axion-gluon coupling to remove
theθ-term from the QCD lagrangian. Important observables
in this theory are the axion massma, the axion-photon cou-
pling gaγ , and the axion-electron couplinggae [7]. These
can be constrained by experiments. On the other hand, the
higher dimension operators can be generated from theories
with at most dimension-4 operators, where the assignment of
the fermion’s PQ charges determines relationships between
the axion’s observables. The two standard realizations of a
UV axion model are the Kim-Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov
(KSVZ) model [8, 9], where PQ-charged, heavy, vector-
like fermions are added, and the Dine-Fischler-Srednicki-
Zhitnitsky (DFSZ) model [10, 11], where the Higgs sec-
tor is extended with an additional heavy, PQ-charged scalar
SU(2)L doublet.iii

In this work, a DFSZ-like model [13] is presented and
built, where the PQ symmetry is treated as a flavour sym-
metry. This model extends both the quark and the lepton
sectors. Two UV completions of the quark sector are also
considered. Afterwards, properties of the axion are obtained
through the branching ratios of flavour violating decays with
axions. In Ref. [13], the possibility of flavour changing neu-

tral currents, as well as the axion from this theory being a
dark matter candidate, are discussed.

2. The Peccei-Quinn symmetry as a flavour
symmetry

The Peccei-Quinn symmetry is well suited to function as a
flavour symmetry. Axions from flavour symmetries are usu-
ally denominatedflaxions [14, 15], axiflavons[16–18], and
flavourful axions[19–21].iv The most straightforward imple-
mentation of the PQ symmetry as a flavour symmetry is by
identifying it with the Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) symmetry [22],
U(1)FN , in other wordsU(1)PQ = U(1)FN . Through
careful selection of the PQ-FN (as of now only called PQ)
charges, it is possible to incorporate the Froggatt-Nielsen
mechanism in KSVZ- and DFSZ-like axion models.

The Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism, similarly to the Peccei-
Quinn mechanism, relies on the introduction of a global
abelian symmetry, the FN symmetry, and a scalar singletσ,
called the flavon, which carries FN charge, but is otherwise
neutral. This singlet couples to the fermions and the Higgs
doublet in the following fashion

− LFN ⊃ yf1

ij F i
LHf1

R
j σn

Λn
+ yf2

ij F i
LH̃f2

R
j σm

Λm
, (1)

whereF i
L is theSU(2)L fermion doublet, whilef1/2

R are the

right-handed singlets,H the Higgs doublet,yf1/2

ij coupling
constants, andΛ the FN cut-off scale. The powersn and
m are positive integers, whose values are limited by the FN
charges of the fermions and the scalars. After the FN sym-
metry breaks, which should happen before the electroweak
(EW) symmetry breaking, these operators become the Stan-
dard Model (SM) Yukawa couplings,i.e.

−LY ⊃ yf1

ij F i
LHf1

R
j
εn + yf2

ij F i
LH̃f2

R
j
εm +O(Λ−1). (2)
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TABLE I. Field content and transformation properties of the PQ-symmetry under the DFSZ type-I seesaw model, wherei = 1, 2, 3 represents
families of three quarks. The PQ charges of the quarks are given in the order of the families’ masses, with the lightest as the first.

Fields/Symmetry QiL uiR diR Hu Hd σ

SU(2)L × U(1)Y (2, 1/6) (1, 2/3) (1, -1/3) (2, -1/2) (2, 1/2) (1, 0)

U(1)PQ (9/2, -5/2, 1/2) (-9/2, 5/2, -1/2) (-9/2, 5/2, -1/2) 1 1 1

Hereε = vσ/Λ, wherevσ is the flavon’s vacuum expectation value (vev). The SM Yukawa couplings are thenY f1/2

ij =

εn/myf1/2

ij . If ε is small enough, it is possible that the couplingsyf1/2

ij are all of orderO(1), and the difference in the orders
of magnitude in the SM Yukawa couplings comes from differing powers ofε. This provides a simple solution to the fermion
mass hierarchy problem. For historical reasons, it is common to setε ∼ θC ≈ 0.2 [23], whereθC is the Cabibbo angle.

3. A flavourful axion model

The following model consists of a KSVZ-like model. This means that, besides the flavonσ, another Higgs doubletHu/d, will
be introduced. For consistency in the lepton sector, it will also be necessary to introduce a second flavonσ′. After breaking of
the PQ symmetry, it is also possible to extract the axion from the theory’s scalars, though its exact composition depends on the
UV-completion of the quark sector. Two different UV-completions of the quark sector are provided.

3.1. The quark sector

The PQ-charge assignment for the quarks follows from the standard KSVZ charges for the scalars (see [12]). This assignment
ensures that no other abelian symmetries are permitted besidesU(1)Y andU(1)PQ, where all the other constraints are set by
requiring the operators to be invariant under the PQ and SM symmetries. The PQ charges for the quarks follow from imposing
a texture on the quark mass matrices, which in this case is the Nearest-Neighbour-Interaction texture (NNI) [24]. This texture
is similar to the Fritzsch texture [25, 26], it has the same zeros, but unlike the Fritzsch texture, it is not necessarily hermitic.v

The non-zero elements are in thei = j + 1, and thei = N = j entries, leading to

Mu/d =




0 × 0
× 0 ×
0 × ×


 . (3)

This constraint is not enough to fix the charges, as such, the next constraint is that the(3, 3) entry of the both quark mass
matrices is generated at dimension-4, while all the others are generated at dimension-5. The charges and representations of the
quarks and scalars can be read off of Table I.

The lagrangian for the up-sector, up to dimension-12, is

−L ⊃ Cu
11

Λ8
Q1LHuu1Rσ8 +

Cu
12

Λ
Q1LHuu2Rσ +

Cu
13

Λ4
Q1LHuu3Rσ4 +

Cu
21

Λ
Q2LHuu1Rσ +

Cu
22

Λ4
Q2LH̃du2Rσ∗4

+
Cu

23

Λ
Q2LH̃du3Rσ∗ +

Cu
31

Λ4
Q3LHuu1Rσ4 +

Cu
32

Λ
Q3LH̃du2Rσ∗ + yu

33Q3LHuu3R . (4)

Analogously, the down-sector lagrangian reads

−L ⊃ Cd
11

Λ8
Q1LHdd1Rσ8 +

Cd
12

Λ
Q1LHdd2Rσ +

Cd
13

Λ4
Q1LHdd3Rσ4 +

Cd
21

Λ
Q2LHdd1Rσ

+
Cd

22

Λ4
Q2LH̃ud2Rσ∗4 +

Cd
23

Λ
Q2LH̃ud3Rσ∗ +

Cd
31

Λ4
Q3LHdd1Rσ4 +

Cd
32

Λ
Q3LH̃ud2Rσ∗ + yd

33Q3LHdd3R , (5)

whereC
u/d
ij represents the coupling constant of each term andΛ is the FN cut-off scale of the model. After PQ and EW

breaking, we get from the FN mechanism, up to dimension-7, the following mass matrices

Mu/d =




0 εvu/dC
u/d
12 0

εvu/dC
u/d
21 0 εvd/uC

u/d
23

0 εvd/uC
u/d
32 y

u/d
33 vu/d


 , (6)
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TABLE II. Vector like fermions and their transformation properties of the PQ-symmetry under the DFSZ type-I seesaw model, where
C = L, R.

Fields/Symmetry F 12
uC F 21

uC F 23
uC F 32

uC F 12
dC F 21

dC F 23
dC F 32

dC

U(1)Y 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 -1/3 -1/3 -1/3 -1/3

U(1)PQ 7/2 -7/2 -3/2 3/2 7/2 -7/2 -3/2 3/2

whereε = vσ/Λ = 〈σ〉∗/Λ, andvu/d is thevevof the up- or down-sector Higgs doublet. Supposingε ∼ 0.2, we can safely
neglect contributions from higher dimensions, as these will enter atε4. Therefore, we obtain the desired NNI structure for the
quark masses. Unlike other FN models, the mass hierarchy between the up- and down-sector is not generated by theε powers.
This is especially noticeable betweenmt andmb. Nevertheless, it can be explained by a hierarchy betweenvu andvd.

3.1.1. UV-completion: Type-I Seesaw

Here, heavy vector-like fermions,F ij
q , which carry colour charge are introduced. These also carry PQ charge and weak

hypercharge. Analogously to the type-I seesaw mechanism for neutrinos [29], the fermions areSU(2)L singlets. Table II
contains the charges of the new fermions, while Fig. 1 shows the Feynman diagram corresponding to the UV-completion. The
UV-complete Lagrangian for the up-sector, which corresponds to Eq. (4), is

−LUV
u ⊃ Yu

12Q1LHuF 12
uR +Mu

12F
12
uRF 12

uL + Y ′u12 F 12
uLσu2R + Yu

21Q2LHuF 21
uR +Mu

21F
21
uRF 21

uL + Y ′u21F 21
uLσu1R

+ Yu
23Q2LH̃dF

23
uR +Mu

23F
23
uRF 23

uL + Y ′u23 F 23
uLσ∗u3R + Yu

32Q3LH̃dF
32
uR +Mu

32F
32
uRF 32

uL + Y ′u32F 32
uLσ∗u2R. (7)

Similarly, for the down-sector of Eq. (5) we have

−LUV
d ⊃ Yd

12Q1LHdF
12
dR +Md

12F
12
dRF 12

dL + Y ′d12 F 12
dLσd2R + Yd

21Q2LHdF
21
dR +Md

21F
21
dRF 21

dL + Y ′d21F 21
dLσd1R

+ Yd
23Q2LH̃uF 23

dR +Md
23F

23
dRF 23

dL + Y ′d23 F 23
dLσ∗d3R + Yd

32Q3LH̃uF 32
dR +Md

32F
32
dRF 32

dL + Y ′d32F 32
dLσ∗d2R . (8)

The heavy fermions,F ij
q , will couple to the left-handed quarks and the Higgs doublets with a Yukawa couplingYq

ij , and to the
flavon and the right-handed quarks with a different Yukawa coupling,Y ′qij . They mix through the mass terms withMq

ij .

mu/d ≈ MQLqR −MQLFRM−1
FLFR

MFLqR . (9)

Assuming the new fermions are much more massive than the SM quarks,i.e. MFLqR
À MQLqR

, MQLFR
, MFLqR

, where
MΨLψR

are the matrices of the quadratic fermion couplings, it is possible to find a relationship for the quark mass matrices,
which reads

mu/d ≈ MQLqR
−MQLFR

M−1
FLFR

MFLqR
. (10)

This is analogous to the type-I seesaw mechanism for neutrinos, where the heavy right-handed neutrinos decouple in the same
fashion, with the addition here of an extra term coming from the quark Dirac mass matrixMQLqR . For a review on the minimal
seesaw mechanisms see [30]. Explicitly these matrices are,

FIGURE 1. UV-complete diagram for the type-I seesaw lagrangian
from Eqs. (7) and (8).

FIGURE 2. UV-complete diagram for the type-II seesaw lagrangian
from Eqs. (12) and (13).
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mu/d =




0 Yu/d
12 Y′u/d

12
M12

vu/dvσ 0
Yu/d

21 Y′u/d
21

M21
vu/dvσ 0 Yu/d

23 Y′u/d
23

M23
v∗d/uv∗σ

0 Yu/d
32 Y′u/d

32
M32

v∗d/uv∗σ y
u/d
33 vu/d


 , (11)

which have the desired NNI texture. It is also worth noting that the suppressing role played by1/Λ in the low-energy theory is
now taken over by1/Mij , setting a natural scale for these masses atMij ∼ Λ.

3.1.2. UV-completion: Type-II Seesaw

For the second UV-completion we introduce two heavySU(2)L doublets,Φu/d. These transform underSU(2)L × U(1)Y ×
U(1)PQ in the following representations:Φu in (2, −1/2, 2) representation, andΦd in the (2, 1/2, 2) representation. The
topology of the UV-complete diagram, which can be seen in Fig. 2, is the same as type-II seesaw in the neutrino sector [30],
hence this UV-completion will be denoted astype-II seesaw. The lagrangian of the up-sector (Eq. (4)) is UV-completed as

−LUV
u ⊃ Yu

12Q1LΦuu2R + Yu
21Q2LΦuu1R + κuHuΦ†uσ + Yu

23Q2LΦ̃du3R + Yu
32Q3LΦ̃du2R + κdH̃dΦdσ

∗ . (12)

In the same vein, the lagrangian of Eq. (5) becomes

−LUV
d ⊃ Yd

12Q1LΦdd2R + Yd
21Q2LΦdd1R + κuHdΦ

†
dσ + Yd

23Q2LΦ̃dd3R + Yd
32Q3LΦ̃dd2R + κdH̃uΦdσ

∗ . (13)

In this case, under the assumption that the new scalars are by far the heaviest particles, the mass matrices for the up- and
down-quarks read

mu/d =




0 Yu/d
12 vΦu/d

0
Yu/d

21 vΦu/d
0 Yu/d

23 vΦd/u

0 Yu/d
32 vΦd/u

y
u/d
33 vu/d


 , (14)

here thevΦu/d
are thevevsof the heavy doublets, which at leading order arevΦu/d

≈ −[κu/dvσvu/d

/
M2

Φu/d
], with MΦu/d

as
the masses ofΦu/d. Again, these matrices are of the NNI type. Unlike the type-I seesaw, the correspondence we have now
to the FN-cutoff is quadratic in the masses of the new scalars, and inversely proportional to the trilinear coupling,i.e. Λ ∼
M2

Φu/d
/κu/d.

3.2. The Lepton Sector

In the lepton sector a new flavon,σ′, is introduced. Alongside it, heavy, right-handed neutrinos are introduced. These couple
to the left-handed SM neutrinos, in a such a way that the standard, minimal, type-I seesaw mechanism is realized, as such,
this sector is already UV-complete. This is a model building choice made a priori, so that the neutrino mass matrices have the
A2 [31] texture. The representations of the new fields can be read from Table III.

The leptons’ Yukawa lagrangian is given by

−Ll
y ⊃ yeLeLHd`eR + yµLµLH̃u`µR + yτLτLHd`τR + yν

1LeLHuN1 + yν
2LµLH̃dN2

+ yν
3LτHuN3 +

M1

2
N c

1N1 +
yN
12

2
N c

1N2σ
′ +

yN
13

2
N c

1N3σ +
yN
33

2
N c

3N3σ
′. (15)

From here it can be seen that the charged lepton mass matrix and the neutrino Dirac mass matrix will be diagonal, whereas the
right-handed Majorana mass matrix will not. The inclusions ofσ′ is required because the(1, 2) term forσ is prohibited by the
PQ symmetry, as can be seen from Table I and III, and thus the Majorana mass matrix would be singular at leading order in a
theory with only theσ flavon.

TABLE III. Field content and transformation properties of the leptons and the flavonσ′, wherei = 1, 2, 3 represent the three lepton families.

Fields/Symmetry LiL `iR Ni σ′

SU(2)L × U(1)Y (2, -1/2) (1, -1) (1, 0) (1, 0)

U(1)PQ (1, -3, 0) (0, -2, -1) (0, -2, -1) 2
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The condition for the seesaw mechanism to work, namely that the right-handed neutrinos are much heavier than the left-
handed neutrinos, is naturally satisfied, since the PQ symmetry breaks much before the EW symmetry does (only the right-
handed neutrinos couple to the flavons). Parametrizing the neutrino mass matrices we have

MR =




M1 yN
12vσ′ yN

13vσ

yN
12vσ′ 0 0

yN
13vσ 0 yN

33vσ′


 (16)

and
MD = diag (vuyν

1 , v∗uyν
2 , vdy

ν
3 ) . (17)

For the masses of the SM neutrinos we have
mν = −MT

DM−1
R MD, (18)

from the seesaw mechanism. Explicitly, this is

mν =
1

vσ′




0 − vuv∗dyν
1 yν

2
yN
12

0

−vuv∗dyν
1 yν

2
yN
12

(v∗dyν
2 )2(M1vσ′y

N
33−v2

σ(yN
13)

2)

v2
σ′y

N
33(y

N
12)

2
vuv∗dvσyν

2 yν
3 yN

13
vσ′yN

12yN
33

0 vuv∗dvσyν
2 yν

3 yN
13

vσ′y
N
12yN

33
−v2

u(yν
3 )2

yN
33


 (19)

and corresponds to theA2 texture. Much like the quark-sector, the PQ charges of the leptons are chosen in such a way that this
texture is obtained.

3.3. The scalar sector

The scalar sector depends on the UV-completion of the quark
sector. The full scalar potential is, in both cases, but partic-
ularly for the type-II seesaw, rather complicated (see [13]).
It has to have specific Higgs-flavon couplings to ensure that
the only abelian symmetry in the scalar sector isU(1)Y ×
U(1)PQ [11,32]. These arẽHuHdσ

′ andH̃uHdσ
2.

To extract the axion from the theory’s spectrum it is use-
ful to write down the scalars explicitly. As a matter of fact,
the scalars in both UV-completions can be written as

Hu =
(

h0
u + iAu

h−u

)
, Hd =

(
h+

d

h0
d + iAd

)
,

σ = S + iA , σ′ = S′ + iA′ ,

Φu =
(

φ0
u + iA′u

φ−u

)
, Φd =

(
φ+

d

φ0
d + iA′d

)
, (20)

whereΦu/d appear only in the second UV-completion of the
quark sector. The axion is the PQ Goldstone boson orthog-
onal to the Goldstone absorbed by theZ, as such it can be
expressed as a linear combination of the Goldstone bosons
Ai, i.e.

a = APQ −
[ ∑

i XiYiv
2
i√∑

i Y 2
i v2

i

√∑
i X2

i v2
i

]
AZ . (21)

HereYi is the hypercharge,Xi the PQ-charge, andvi its vev
of each scalar field. The other two Goldstone bosons are

AZ =
∑

i YiviAi√∑
i Y 2

i v2
i

, (22)

and

APQ =
∑

i XiviAi√∑
i X2

i v2
i

. (23)

Some properties of this axion can be obtained at this
point. The first properties can be inferred from constraints
on the vevs. It is necessary to replicate SM Higgsvev,
i.e.

√∑
i Y 2

i v2
i ≈ 246Gev. The next constraint is that√∑

i X2
i v2

i is bounded from below by the value offa, the
axion decay constant, which is usually a free parameter. For
these two constraints to be simultaneously satisfied a strong
hierarchy must exist between thevevsof the flavons and the
Higgs doublets, whereinvσ/σ′ À vu/d. Furthermore, to
avoid mixing betweenA andA′, the conditionvσ À vσ′ is
imposed. This also generates the mass hierarchy between the
quarks and leptons, and implies that the quarks will couple
more strongly to the axion than the leptons. The axion decay
constant is related to the PQvevasfa = va/

√
2N , where

N is the theory’s colour anomaly factor [7]. The PQvev is
related to thevevsof the scalar fields byva =

√∑
X2

i v2
i ,

which by applying the aforementioned hierarchies reduces
the decay constant to

fa ≈ vσ√
2N

. (24)

The mass is inversely proportional to the decay constant [33]

ma ≈ 5.70
(

1012 GeV
fa

)
µeV, (25)

and another important observable is the axion-photon cou-
pling gaγ , which depends on the decay constant and the ratio
of the electromagnetic and colour anomaly factors,E/N , as

Supl. Rev. Mex. Fis.3 020726
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FIGURE 3. Different axion models, including this flavourful axion,
and bounds in thegaγ −ma plane. Current bounds are solid, while
future projections are transparent. This plot was adapted from [35].

gaγ =
α

2πfa

(
E

N
− 2

3
mu + 4md

mu + md

)

≈ α

2πfa

(
E

N
− 1.92

)
. (26)

In this modelE/N = 28/15 ≈ 1.87, which impliesgaγ will
be small and negative. Compared to a benchmark DFSZ ax-
ion, coming from aSU(5) Grand Unified Theory [34], where
E/N = 8/3, the following relationship is found

|gSU(5)
aγ |

|gFlaxion
aγ | ≈ 14 , (27)

implying this axion is very weakly coupled to the photon.
Further constraints on the relationship between mass and the
axion-photon coupling can be seen in Fig. 3. Note that the
constraint coming from kaon decays applies only to the ax-
ion from this model.

4. Numerical Results

4.1. Masses and Mixing Parameters of Fermions

A χ2 fit is conducted to find the parameters of the mass matri-
ces, which are compared against experiments and global fits.
Theχ2 function is defined as follows

χ2 =
∑ (µexp − µfit)2

σ2
exp

, (28)

where the sum runs over all observables. In this equationµfit

represent the masses and mixing parameters calculated from
the mass matrices, whileµexp andσexp are the observables to
be fitted and their standard deviations. The fit is conducted at
theMZ scale [36,37]. The observable and fitting parameters

TABLE IV. Best-fit values of the model parameters in the quark
sector are shown in the upper table. The global best-fit as well as
their 1σ error [36, 37] for the various observables are given in the
second and third columns of the lower table. Also, the best-fit val-
ues of the various observables are listed in the last column of the
lower table.

Parameter Best fit

Au/(10−2 GeV) 1.493

Bu/(10−2 GeV) −5.531

Cu/ GeV −3.008

Du/(101 GeV) 3.562

Eu/(102 GeV) 1.679

Ad/(10−2 GeV) −1.241

Bd/(10−2 GeV) 1.228

Cd/(10−1 GeV) −3.083

Dd/(10−1 GeV) −4.774

Ed/ GeV −2.797

αu/◦ 96.64

βu/◦ 98.34

Observable
Global-fit value

Model best-fit
Best-fit value 1σ range

θq
12/

◦ 13.03 12.98 → 13.07 12.988

θq
13/

◦ 0.209 0.201 → 0.216 0.2085

θq
23/

◦ 2.41 2.37 → 2.45 2.411

δq/◦ 69.21 66.12 → 72.31 68.516

mu/(10−3 GeV) 1.288 0.766 → 1.550 1.2889

mc/(10−1 GeV) 6.268 6.076 → 6.459 6.2677

mt/ GeV 171.68 170.17 → 173.18 171.684

md/(10−3 GeV) 2.751 2.577 → 3.151 2.7507

ms/(10−2 GeV) 5.432 5.153 → 5.728 5.4328

mb/ GeV 2.854 2.827 → 2.880 2.8536

χ2
q 0.0355

can be read from Table IV (quarks) and Table V (leptons),
while the parametrization of the mass matrices is as follows

mu/d =




0 Au/d 0
Bu/d e−iαu/d 0 Cu/d e−iαu/d

0 Du/d e−iβu/d Eu/d e−iβu/d


 ,

mν =




0 a eiφa 0
a eiφa b eiφb c eiφc

0 c eiφc d eiφd


 . (29)

The form of these matrices comes from the leading order EFT
derived in Sec.3. Taking for example the quark mass ma-
tricesmu/d, which need to be diagonalized by a bi-unitary
transformation,

mdiag = V †
LmVR = OT P †LmPRO , (30)

Supl. Rev. Mex. Fis.3 020726
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TABLE V. Best-fit values of the model parameters in the lepton sector are shown in the upper table. The global best-fit as well as their1σ
error [36–38] for the various observables are given in the second and third columns of the lower table. Also, the best-fit values of the various
observables are listed in the last column of the lower table.

Parameter Best fit

a/(10−3 eV) 9.933

b/(10−2 eV) 2.646

c/(10−2 eV) 2.475

d/(10−2 eV) 2.264

φa/◦ 29.87

φb/
◦ 91.88

φc/
◦ 3.03

φd/◦ −109.97

Observable Global-fit value Model best-fit

Best-fit value 1σ range

θl
12/

◦ 34.5 33.5 → 35.7 34.85

θl
13/

◦ 8.45 8.31 → 8.61 8.432

θl
23/

◦ 47.7 46.0 → 48.9 48.11

δl/◦ 218 191 → 256 258.8

α/◦ 65.27

β/◦ 265.08

∆m2
21/(10−5 eV2) 7.55 7.39 → 7.75 7.571

∆m2
32/(10−3 eV2) 2.424 2.394 → 2.454 2.4221∑
mν/(10−2 eV) 6.453

me/ MeV 0.4865763 0.4865735 → 0.4865789 -

mµ/ GeV 0.10271897 0.10271866 → 0.10271931 -

mτ/ GeV 1.74618 1.74602 → 1.74633 -

χ2
l 2.0053

where,m is a quark mass matrix,VL/R are unitary trans-
formation,O is an orthogonal transformation, andPL/R are
diagonal phase matrices, for the left- and right-handed trans-
formations, respectively. It is worth noting, that theu/d sub-
script has been dropped, since the procedure is the same for
the up- and down-type quarks.

First, one of the six global phases can be absorbed by the
fields, leaving only five phases to be redefined. This means
that it is possible to writePL = diag(1, eiα, eiβ), PR =
diag(eiρ1 , eiρ2 , eiρ3). It is then possible to reparametrize the
fields such thatm → PLmP †R, andmdiag is only written in
terms of real parameters. This implies that the entire com-
plex structure of the mass matrices is entirely contained in
the phase matrices. Furthermore, the number of free phases
can be reduced to just two, as the CKM matrix only involves
the left-handed transformations

VCKM = (V †
L)u(VL)d = (OT P †L)u(PLO)d ,

= OT
u diag(1, e−i(αu−αd), e−i(βu−βd))Od . (31)

In other words, it is possible to setPR = 13, and since only
phase differences appear in the CKM matrix, it is possible to
get rid of two other phases, leaving only two phases as free
parameters. In this case, the free phases are chosen to beαu

andβu. The reduction process for the neutrinos is similar.
Nevertheless, in this work it is not necessary to reduce the
parameters of the neutrino mass matrix, as there are enough
fitting parameters to account for the free parameters in the
neutrino matrix.

4.2. Flavour violating decays with axions

Flavour violating processes containing quarks are particu-
larly interesting, as they can have an axion in the final
state [39],i.e.

qi → qja, (32)

where the quarkqi can decay to the quarkqj and an axion.
At low energies, these processes can be studied from the ef-
fective axion-quark lagrangian, and are independent of UV-
completion. The parameters for the effective lagrangian are
obtained from theχ2-fit.
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A particularly sensitive test of neutral flavour violation is
theK+ → π+a decay, where for this model we have

Γ(K+ → π+a) ≈ 1.9× 10−9GeV3

v2
σ

. (33)

The E949 collaboration [40] sets the strongest constraint on
this branching ratio, which is

BR(K+ → π+a) =
Γ(K+ → π+a)

ΓTotal(K+)
< 7.3×10−11 . (34)

This translates tovσ > 2.5 × 1010 GeV. And from the rela-
tionship betweenvσ andfa, vσ ≈

√
2faN with N = 5, the

bounds onvσ can be shifted to the axion decay constant

fa > 7× 109 GeV . (35)

This is the kaon decay constraint which can be seen in Fig. 3.

5. Conclusions

A DFSZ-like model was constructed, where the Peccei-
Quinn and the Froggatt-Nielsen symmetries are identified.
For the quark sector two UV-completions are provided. This
permits generating, via the Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism, a
fermion mass hierarchy, while from the same symmetry, but
now via the Peccei-Quinn mechanism, allows to solve the

strong CP problem. A flavourful axion arises from the the-
ory’s spectrum. The model was constructed in such a way,
that the quark mass matrices have an NNI texture, where as
the neutrino mass matrix has anA2 texture.

Properties of this axion are directly obtained from the
theory’s parameters, as well as from a study of flavour vi-
olating decays with axions, for which the parameters for a
low-energy effective theory are obtained from aχ2 fit. This
axion has the peculiarity that it is very weakly interacting,
about an order of magnitude less than standard benchmark
axions, and will most likely also evade future measurements.
Besides this, results from theχ2 fit also show that the NNI
andA2 textures for the quark and neutrino mass matrices, re-
spectively, are in good agreement with current measurements
and global fits.
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i. The strong CP problem consists on the appearance of theθ-
term, θ[g2

s/32π2]GG̃, in the QCD lagrangian [3], itself induced
by instantons and the vacuum structure of QCD. This term is
C-, but notP -invariant, and therefore notCP -invariant. This
term, and a contribution from the quark mass matrices provide
the physical parameterθ = θ + Arg

(
Det(MuMd)

)
, which

has to be smaller than10−10, as it contributes to the neutron’s
electric dipole moment [4]. The unnatural smallness of this
parameter, especially compared to weakCP violation is the
strong CP problem.

ii. The axion is a massive boson, since the PQ symmetry is broken
explicitly by the PQ chiral anomaly, itself induced by instan-
tons.

iii. For a current complete review on QCD axion physics see for
example [12].

iv. In this work, flavourful axion is the preferred term, since it
translates nicely to Spanish asaxión sabroso.

v. The Fritzsch texture has trouble replicating the small value of
Vcb in the CKM matrix simultaneously with the large value of
mt [27,28].
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